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Abstract
This study inspects the compression toughness of the supporting columns which I prevent 
layer collapse and installed with the goal of securing of human life and relations with the 
wide shear reinforcement quantity experimentally for old RC structure buildings. As a result 
of this study, the increase of the quantity of wide shear reinforcement raised compressive 
strength, but I did not participate in compression toughness (standard to express the 
lenience and severity of the strength decline) after the biggest strength and rather 
understood that I influenced big things and small things of the axis distortion quantity at the 
time of the shear reinforcement break. I pointed out that the shear reinforcement quantity 
more than 1.5% was almost necessary to show a restriction effect in the state that axis 
volume of deformation did not become excessive based on these results. 
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 %100 hav ････(5)式 










































横補強筋強度 � �25.2581.1235 mmNf y ���
横補強筋φ3 の断面積： � �206.7 mmAsp �




















0-1 35.14 0.47 － －
0-2 36.31 0.48 － －
0-3 36.11 0.38 － －
0-4 28.27 0.77 － －
0-5 31.39 0.47 － －
無し
0-6 24.63 0.62 － －
8-1 48.55 1.02 0.73 3.87 
8-2 47.99 1.28 0.69 3.18 
φ3-@8 
(1.77) 
8-3 52.14 1.54 0.68 4.37 
12-1 47.43 0.79 0.61 6.89 
12-2 46.82 1.08 0.57 5.95 
φ3-@12 
(1.18) 
12-3 41.93 1.46 0.67 3.54 
16-1 45.26 0.90 0.53 5.81 
16-2 44.46 0.76 0.53 5.09 
φ3-@16 
(0.88) 

























図-9(b)  補強試験体の結果(例) 
（φ3-@16(pw=0.88%)
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（   印は横補強筋の破断時を示す。） 











































点 A と横補強筋破断位置 B 点を結ぶ直線 AB の
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図-17 各試験体の 
圧縮応力度－歪み度関係
（ａ）補強なし 
(c)φ3-＠12（pw=1.18％）
(d)φ3-＠16（pw=0.88％）
(b)φ3-＠8（pw=1.77％）
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